
Remote Transmitter
Turn power on. For a successful communication between 
the main unit and transmitter the LED on the transmitter 
will blink 4 times. If unsuccessful, the LED will only blink 3 
times.

If the voltage of the transmitter is lower than 2.3V in 
status of Ant-hijack On, the brain unit will beep 3 times to 
remind you.

Brain Unit Functions
1. The transmitter is in service range:

Once the ignition is ON, the brain unit will start to   
work and detect the transmitter. A melody of music will 
emit from the brain unit, meaning the communication is 
successful. The engine can be started at this status.

2. The transmitter is out of service range and the Anti- 
 hijacking is ON (default setting): 

a. Once the ignition is ON, the brain unit will begin
to work and detect the transmitter. If the transmitter is
out of service range, after 8 seconds, the siren will
chirp for 5 seconds, following 5 seconds of urgent
chirping. The engine is now locked. You can drive
when the transmitter is again detected by the brain.

b. In case the power is run down or the transmitter
malfunctions during driving, the brain unit will not
detect the transmitter. After 30 seconds the siren will
chirp for 25 seconds, following 5 seconds of urgent
chirping. The engine is now locked. You can drive
when the transmitter is again detected by the brain
unit.

3. The transmitter is out of service range and the Anti- 
 hijacking is OFF:

Once the ignition is ON, the brain unit will begin to work 
and detect the transmitter. If the transmitter is out of service 
range, the brain unit can not detect the transmitter. After 
12 seconds, the engine will lock. You can drive when the 
transmitter is again detected by the brain unit. 

Function Modes
There are 5 function modes: 

• Code learning mode
• Password setting mode
• Service mode
• Anti-hijacking ON mode
• Anti-hijacking OFF mode

To go into function settings, the transmitter must be kept 
out of service range from the brain unit and you must 
enter the correct password (3 digit numbers, factory 
default setting is “111”) following the process below.

1. Turn the ignition ON to start working the brain unit,
keeping the transmitter out of range.

a. If the Anti-hijacking function is ON, wait 8 seconds,
then turn the ignition OFF. Then turn the ignition back
on immediately (interval of a half of a second from
ACC OFF to ACC ON).

b. If the Anti-hijacking function is OFF, wait 12
seconds for a sound to emit, then enter the first
digit number of your password. Following 10
signal tones will emit. Count the tones coincided
with the password number and turn your ignition
OFF.

2. Turn your ignition ON. After 2 sounds emit, enter
the second digit of your password. 10 signal tones
will emit accordingly. Count the tones coincided with
your password number and turn the ignition OFF.
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3. Turn your ignition ON. After 3 sounds emit, enter
the third number of your password. 10 signal tones
will emit accordingly. Count the tones coincided with
your password number and turn your ignition OFF.

4. Turn your ignition ON. If the password is NOT correct,
a melody of music will emit and lock the engine. Turn
the ACC OFF, and ACC ON again. The system will
be on the status of password entering. If the password
input is correct, 5 signal sounds will be emitted (each
signal will last for 5 seconds).

For entering the code learning mode, the ignition should 
be turned off when you hear the first signal sound.

For entering password setting mode, the ignition should 
be turned off when you hear the second signal sound.

For entering service mode, the ignition should be turned 
off when you hear the third signal sound.

For entering Anti-hijacking OFF mode, the ignition should 
be turned off when you hear the fourth signal sound.

For entering Anti-hijacking ON mode, the ignition should 
be turned off when you hear the fifth signal sound.

5. Code Learning Mode
Five remote transmitters are allowed to be
programmed. Be sure they are full power and always
keep all transmitters from the service range
before programming. Enter code learning
mode (please review entering functions settings) and
turn your ignition on to start the engine. A
sound will emit to remind you. Then, one by one, take
the transmitters into the service range for code
learning. 3 sounds will emit as confirmation of which
remote transmitter is
finished programing. All transmitters must
be programmed in together, as it will delete the
previous programming record during programming.
Die out the engine to exit the code learning mode.

Note: For learning the transmitters new code, avoid the 
extra remote transmitters store code by learning the new 

transmitter code one by one, all at one time.

6. Password Setting Mode
There are 3 digital numbers in your password. Shift the
system to password setting mode (please review
entering functions settings).

a. Turn ON the ignition. Sound will emit reminding you
to enter the first number of your password. 10 single
tones will then emit. Count the tones coincided with
your password number. Then turn your ignition OFF.

b. Turn your ignition back ON. 2 sounds will emit
reminding you to enter the second number of your
password. 10  single tones will then emit. Count the
tones coincided with your password number. Then
turn your ignition OFF.

c. Turn your ignition back ON. 3 sounds will emit
reminding you to enter the third number of your
password. 10 single tones will then emit. Count the
tones coincided with the password number. The turn
your ignition OFF.

When you have finished the above process, 3 password 
numbers will be entered in as the status. However, these 
numbers should be confirmed to be effective. Just follow 
the process below to confirm your password. 

d. Turn your ignition ON. 1 sound will emit
reminding you to enter the first number
of your password. 10 double-tones will then emit.
Count the tones coincided with your
password number. Then turn your ignition OFF
to confirm the first number of your password.

e. Turn your ignition ON again. 2 sounds will
emit reminding you to enter the second number
of your password. 10 double-tones will then emit.
Count the tones coincided with your
password number. Then turn your ignition
OFF to confirm the second number of your
password.

f. Turn your ignition ON again. 3 sounds will emit
reminding you to enter the third number of your 
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password. 10 double-tones will then emit. Count   
the tones coincided with the password number. Then 
turn your ignition OFF to confirm the third number of 
your password. 

If the password has been confirmed successfully, a sound 
will emit reminding you that the password has changed 
in the next ignition on. If the new password has failed to 
confirm, the password will remain unchanged. Each time 
a number is entered, the ignition should be turned off, 
or else it will exit the mode and lock the engine until the 
programmed remote transmitter is in service range. The 
system will be on the status of password entering.

7. Service Mode
In the service mode, all system functions will be on
invalid status and the siren will beep one itme per 1
minute. When the system detect and connect with the
programmed transmitter for 1 and half of munutes (the
interval tiem should not longer than 1 minute), a
melody music will emit as reminding to exit service
mode.

Note: If no programmed transmitter is detected, the 
system will not exit from service mode.
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Programmable Control ModuleEC0    #54309 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION!

You must use relays on ALL outputs 
except for Status LED output. 

All outputs are negative trigger. 

1

2

 

Unit Operation

 
 

 

The EC0 is indeed a fantastic device- with 
one single button (or other input) you can 
turn on your accessory circuit AND your 
ignition, together or separate. The following 
instructions will serve as a valuable guide to 
the correct wiring of this amazing unit.

Accessory Operation
1. Press button (blue input 1) for 1 second to turn on accessory mode (radio, etc.).
2. Press button again (blue input 1) for 1 second to turn accessory mode off.
* Trigger polarity (+/-) is selectable on option 8 of the programming menu.
0 = negative
1 = positive

Starter/Ignition Operation
1. Press button (blue input 1) for more than 3 seconds. Ignition and accessory will
activate after 2 seconds, and starter will crank for a programmed length of time.
2. To turn vehicle off, press and hold button (blue input 1) for more than three
seconds. 

Setting Crank Duration
1. Press button 1 for 5 seconds. Display will light.
2. Use buttons 2 and 3 to get display to indicate the number 2.
3. Press button 1 once to confirm selected time mode (3), then press button 2 or 3
to select the desired output time in half-second intervals. (cranking time) 
4. Press button 1 once to confirm selected output time.
5. Press button 1 once or wait ten seconds and the device will exit time setting
mode.

Time Settings
1. Press button 1 for 5 seconds to enter programming mode. Digital display will
illuminate.
2. Press buttons 2 or 3 to scroll through modes. Press button 1 to choose the
desired mode to change (1 through 9).
3. Press buttons 2 and 3 to adjust selected mode value.
4. Press button 1 to save your setting.
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until all modes have desired setting.
6. Wait 15 seconds to allow the unit to auto exit program.
7. Push the button to test operation. Adjust mode settings until you are satisfied.

1. 2.5 (seconds before start mode triggered. Less
than 2.5 will not start vehicle.)

2. 1.5 (Crank duration/Starter engagement time)
3. 1.0 (delay between ignition on and starter

engagement. Diesels require a longer delay.
4. Not Used
5. 0.5 (Button rate of flashing when in accessory

mode)
6. Not Used
7. Not Used
8. 0 (Trigger polarity: negative trigger=0, positive

trigger=1)
9. Not Used

Recommended Defaults:
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REMOTE START FOR PUSH BUTTON WITH RFID




